Hello FLL Coaches!

Our first Regional Qualifier is only 2 ½ weeks away, and here at Iowa FLL, we are excited to see what all the teams have been doing for the Trash Trek Season. If you are attending a Regional Qualifier event, and your team name has changed from what is on the registration form, we need to know so that printed materials at events reflect your team’s true name. To change your team name, you need to do two steps:

1. Log into TIMS and update your team name in the FIRST system.
2. Fill out this form to let us know to change your name on your Regionals registration form.

You can submit team name changes until midnight this Saturday, October 31st. After this date, all printed materials at Regional events will use the name on the Regional registration form. No late name changes will be allowed.

FYI: These guidelines will help you in your use of the word LEGO®.

Have an AWESOME day!